Abstract Memories that are emotionally arousing generally promote the survival of species; however, the systems that modulate emotional learning can go awry, resulting in pathological conditions such as post-traumatic stress disorders, phobias, and addiction. Understanding the conditions under which emotional memories can be targeted is a major research focus as the potential to translate these methods into clinical populations carries important implications. It has been demonstrated that both fear and drug-related memories can be destabilised at their retrieval and require reconsolidation to be maintained. Therefore, memory reconsolidation offers a potential target period during which the aberrant memories underlying psychiatric disorders can be disrupted. Monfils et al. (Science 324:951-955, 2009) have shown for the first time that safe information provided through an extinction session after retrieval (during the reconsolidation window) may update the original memory trace and prevent the return of fear in rats. In recent years, several authors have then tested the effect of post-retrieval extinction on reconsolidation of either fear or drug-related memories in both laboratory animals and humans. In this article, we review the literature on post-reactivation extinction, discuss the differences across studies on the methodological ground, and review the potential boundary conditions that may explain existing discrepancies and limit the potential application of post-reactivation extinction approaches.
Introduction
Memories that are emotionally arousing, such as those for predators, pleasure, or food, are adaptive in nature and promote the survival of a species. As a result, these memories tend to be stronger than memories for neutral events or stimuli (Cahill and McGaugh 1998) and consequently more resilient in nature. In a number of scenarios, the systems that modulate emotional learning can go awry resulting in pathological conditions such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), other anxiety disorders, and drug addiction. Understanding the conditions under which emotional memories can be targeted is a major research focus as the potential to translate these methods into clinical populations carries important implications.
Emotional memories can be created in a laboratory setting by pairing an initially neutral cue (e.g. a tone or a context) with an emotional stimulus or training the animal to perform a task to receive a positive reward or avoid a negative outcome. In fear paradigms, the training stimulus is usually some form of mild electrical shock, whereas in reward paradigms, the stimulus can be a natural, such as food, or an artificial reward, such as a drug. The strength of the memory can then be measured by quantifying the response to the previously neutral cue when it is presented alone or measuring an active response made by the animal (e.g. escaping a fear chamber or lever pressing for a drug).
Within hours after learning to associate a cue with an emotional outcome, the association becomes consolidated into long-term memory. Once consolidated, the memory can be difficult to disrupt and, until recently, was thought to be a permanently encoded memory trace (Glickman 1961; McGaugh 1966) . Interrupting the consolidation process is one way to reduce the association (Schafe et al. 1999) , as shown by two independent small pilot studies that showed the effects of propranolol (see below for the pharmacological rationale) in PTSD patients (Pitman et al. 2002; Vaiva et al., 2003) . However, the practical application of getting to a patient in the immediate hours after a trauma or other strong emotional event occurence requires strategic planning and execution, and in most situations is not a real possibility.
In recent years, much research has focused on targeting these previously consolidated, arousing memories by initiating a labile period through a reactivation of the original memory. This labile period is termed the 'reconsolidation phase' and lasts up to 6 h immediately following reactivation, in fear-conditioned rodents (Nader et al. 2000) . Although the discovery that memories become labile after reactivation is not new (see Misanin et al. 1968; Schneider and Sherman 1968; Judge and Quartermain 1982) , the exact conditions necessary to reactivate an emotional memory and the underlying mechanisms were not investigated until the topic saw a resurgence of interest in the last 10-12 years. Much research on reconsolidation and reconsolidation blockade has been done in laboratory animals by administering some forms of biochemical interference, such as protein synthesis inhibition by anisomycin, during the labile phase of the reconsolidation phase (for review Tronson and Taylor 2007) .
In associative learning paradigms, extinction or exposure therapy is a widely used and well-established method to reduce emotional responding in response to a reinforcer resulting in a progressive decrease in emotional responding (Pavlov 1927; Bouton and Bolles 1979; Rescorla and Heth 1975) . Although extinction reduces the response in the short term and is entirely non-invasive, extinction procedures do not typically modify the original memory trace and instead lead to the development of a new, separate memory that inhibits responding (Pavlov 1927; Bouton 1993; Quirk et al. 2000; Milad and Quirk 2002) . The result is a response that recovers over time (spontaneous recovery), when the setting is changed (renewal), or after an unsignaled stressor, conditioned cues, or reward (reinstatement).
Combining the strengths of both extinction and reconsolidation by presenting an extinction session during the reconsolidation window may allow researchers to persistently reduce the emotional response after conditioning in animals (Monfils et al. 2009 ) and develop a translational model for treatment of fear conditions as well as addictive disorders in humans. In this article, we will review the literature on post-reactivation extinction, discuss the differences across studies on the methodological ground, and review the potential boundary conditions that may explain existing discrepancies and limit the potential application of postreactivation extinction approaches.
Background
Over the past decade, an abundance of research has focused on disrupting emotional and appetitive memories after their consolidation into long-term storage by interrupting the reconsolidation process. Most of the early work on reconsolidation blockade and update was focused on fear-learning paradigms (Misanin et al. 1968; Nader et al. 2000; Sara et al. 2000; Debiec et al. 2002) , but in recent years, these methods have shown efficacy in reducing responding in appetitive settings and drug addiction paradigms as well (Lee et al. 2005; Bernardi et al. 2006; Diergaarde et al. 2006; Milton et al. 2008a, b) . Targeting an aversive or rewarding memory while it is reactivated during this reconsolidation period provides a promising avenue for the treatment of pathogenic conditions characterised by maladaptive fear responses or drug addiction. This reconsolidation period begins when the memory is rendered labile by cues present from the initial learning session and can be interrupted with pharmacological or behavioural intervention administered shortly after reactivation. The efficacy of such a paradigm is then put to the test by quantifying the emotional or appetitive response at a later time point, usually 24 h after reactivation, in a scenario that previously elicited a response. Such experiments typically make use of a control group that does not get a reactivation but does undergo the pharmacological or behavioural intervention.
A major focus of reconsolidation research has been on the use of pharmacological agents injected after, or just prior to, retrieval of an emotional memory. These injections, although not without risk, provide a potentially translatable method of reducing the emotional response to stimulus as well as key information regarding the mechanisms involved in reconsolidation. Pharmacological agents that show the most promise in targeting the reconsolidation of emotional or appetitive memories include protein synthesis inhibitors (such as anisomycin or cycloheximide), kinase activity inhibitors (specifically compounds that inhibit extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and protein kinase A (PKA) activity), and betaadrenergic antagonists (such as propranolol).
Protein synthesis is required for the consolidation of long-term memories (Davis and Squire 1984; McGaugh 2000; Flexner et al. 1965 ) and in a landmark study by Nader et al. (2000) was shown to be essential for the reconsolidation of fear memories after reactivation. Nader et al. (2000) blocked protein synthesis by infusing anisomycin into the basolateral amygdala of rats after reactivating a cued fear memory and found that freezing (the expression of fear) was drastically reduced to the cue when tested the next day. This result was maintained with a delay between initial learning and reactivation up to 14 days. The time between reactivation and infusion of the drug proved to be a critical factor. When anisomycin was injected immediately after the retrieval, freezing was reduced when tested to the CS the following day. However, when a delay of 6 h was introduced between the retrieval and injection, there was no significant reduction of freezing during the test session 24 h later. These results have since been replicated using alternative protein synthesis inhibitors, such as the drug cycloheximide (Duvarci et al. 2005) , as well as alternative fear learning paradigms (Debiec et al. 2002; Runyan and Dash 2005; Frankland et al. 2006) . Lack of preference for the drug-paired chamber was observed after the systemic administration of anisomycin immediately following a reactivation in conditioned place preference procedures involving morphine (Valjent et al. 2006 , Milekic et al. 2006 ) and cocaine (Fan et al. 2010) . Taken together, these results confirm that reconsolidation of emotional memories involves new protein synthesis.
The protein synthesis required for reconsolidation may have a biochemical signature that differs from that seen during the consolidation phase after initial learning (Hoeffer et al. 2011) , suggesting that reconsolidation is not, as the name implies, simply the memory trace undergoing additional consolidation. This was explored by Lee et al. (2004) in an important study that found that in hippocampus the transcription factor zinc finger 268 (zif268) was involved in reconsolidation but not the consolidation of contextual fear memories where brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) was necessary for consolidation but not reconsolidation (Lee et al. 2004) .
Interfering with reconsolidation pharmacologically does not rely solely on inhibiting protein synthesis. Betaadrenergic antagonists, including propranolol, are frequently used in humans for the treatment of hypertension, and research suggests they can reduce emotional responding after conditioned learning tasks. Infusions of propranolol into the lateral and basal nuclei of the amygdala as well as systemic injections of propranolol after a reactivation of a fear memory lead to reductions in freezing 48 h after the injections as well as 1 month later (Debiec and LeDoux 2004) . Propranolol can also disrupt the reconsolidation of reward memories such as those for drugs (Bernardi et al. 2006; Milton et al. 2008a; Robinson and Franklin 2010) or food (Diergaarde et al. 2006; Milton et al. 2008a) .
There are some limitations on the use of pharmacological agents to interfere with reconsolidation. Milekic and Alberini (2002) showed that in an inhibitory avoidance task, anisomycin did not disrupt memory reconsolidation if the memories were older than 14 days. Further supporting the idea that the age of the initial memory is a relevant factor in the ability of protein synthesis inhibitors to block reconsolidation, Suzuki et al. (2004) found that memories less than 3 weeks old were subject to interruption by post-retrieval anisomycin, but older memories (8 weeks) were not. Not only is the age of the memory important in predicting success of pharmacological targeting of reconsolidation, but the type of learning paradigm is a key as well. In the fear setting, propranolol administered to rats only works to block the reconsolidation of cued or contextual fear memories (Muravieva and Alberini 2010; Debiec and LeDoux 2004; Abrari et al. 2008 ) and does not always appear to affect inhibitory avoidance memories (Muravieva and Alberini 2010) . These results suggest that strength or age of the emotional memory, as well as the type of response elicited, could influence the way that reconsolidation paradigms are applied to reduce responding.
Although pharmacological interference of reconsolidation reduces emotional and appetitive responding in a number of animal learning paradigms, its application in humans requires further studies in addicted patients in order to assess the ratio therapeutic benefit/risk. The practice of extinction or exposure therapy is well established in research and clinical settings, thus providing a practical but not permanently effective method to address pathogenic emotional responses. On the other hand, reconsolidation blockade is an effective yet impractical and potentially invasive method for targeting the original memory and reducing responding permanently. In an attempt to develop a behavioural paradigm to reduce fear permanently, Monfils et al. (2009) combined the strengths of both reconsolidation and extinction methods into a behavioural paradigm by modifying the timing between the first and second CS presentation. It has been suggested that the reconsolidation period initiates a period of lability in which the original fear memory is open to update (Tronson and Taylor 2007, for review) . By introducing an extinction session during this labile period, this behavioural paradigm, will in some cases, permanently attenuate conditioned responding in a manner that does not involve drugs or surgery. This chapter discusses the utility of post-reactivation extinction in animal models of emotional learning and provides evidence that seemingly slight differences in methodologies can yield drastically varied results.
Post-retrieval extinction

Animal studies
Studies suggesting the utility of post-retrieval extinction
The effect of post-retrieval extinction on consolidated memories was investigated for the first time by Monfils et al. (2009) . Based on the hypothesis that reconsolidation is an update mechanism that allows for new information available at the time of retrieval to be integrated in the original memory trace, Monfils et al. (2009) investigated the effects of extinction training applied after an isolated retrieval on conditioned fear responses. The prediction was that postretrieval extinction would promote a re-write or updating of the original memory trace instead of creating a new one, as is usually the case with standard extinction. The return of fear after the retrieval-extinction manipulation was tested in rats under different conditions such as spontaneous recovery, renewal, and reinstatement (see Box 1 for definition). To assess whether the effect of the retrieval-extinction procedure was the result of reconsolidation interference, Monfils et al. (2009) applied extinction at different intervals after an isolated CS presentation trial, including time points within and outside the labile window of the reconsolidation phase. Rats were fear-conditioned using three tone-shock pairings, with the tone serving as conditioned stimulus (CS) and shock as unconditioned stimulus (US). Twenty-four hours later, fear memory was reactivated by a single CS presentation in the absence of US, followed by extinction sessions respectively at time points 10 min, 1, 6, or 24 h in a between-groups design. One month later, Monfils et al. (2009) showed reduced spontaneous recovery of fearconditioned response. Monfils et al. (2009) also found that post-retrieval-extinction prevented renewal and reinstatement, as well as led to retardation of fear re-acquisition and reduced fear memory savings only when applied within the reconsolidation window. Importantly, other groups that received standard extinction showed re-emergence of the fear-conditioned response under renewal, reinstatement, and spontaneous recovery (Tables 1 and 2 ).
Box 1: Glossary
Consolidation: process by which new memories are stored after a new learning experience Retrieval: return of the memory into consciousness Destabilisation: return of the memory to a labile phase due to retrieval Reconsolidation: process by which memories are maintained after their retrieval and destabilisation Auditory fear conditioning: procedure in which a neutral tone (conditioned stimulus-CS) is repeatedly paired with a foot shock (unconditioned response-US) that causes a fear response, such as freezing (conditioned response). After the training CS elicits the conditioned response. Contextual fear conditioning: procedure in which a neutral context is repeatedly paired with a foot shock (unconditioned response-US) that causes a fear response, such as freezing (conditioned response). After the training the conditioning context elicits the conditioned response.
Electrodermal conditioning: procedure in which a neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus-CS) is repeatedly paired with a mild electric shock (unconditioned response-US) that causes a fear response, such as increase in skin conductance (conditioned response). After the training CS elicits the conditioned response.
Acquisition of new response: in the first phase rats are trained to selfadminister a drug (or sucrose) (US) by an instrumental response, such as lever pressing. Each US presentation is paired with a presentation of a CS, such as a light. In a second phase rats are allowed to perform a different instrumental response, such as a nose poke, in order to have a CS presentation. The acquisition of the new instrumental response (nose-poke) is sustained by the CS-US associative memory. Drug-Conditioned Place Preference (CPP): the effect of a drug (US) is repeatedly paired with one distinct context, whereas a neutral event is paired with a different context. Allowing the animal to move between the two contexts and measuring the amount of time spent on each context determine preference. Drug self-administration: a procedure in which animals are trained to perform an instrumental response, such as lever pressing, for the administration of drug (US). Each US administration is paired with an initially neutral stimulus, such as the illumination of a lamp or a tone (CS). Spontaneous Recovery: recovery of CS-US associative memory due to the passage of time Renewal: recovery of CS-US associative memory due to re-exposure to the conditioning context (where CS-US association have been learned) Reinstatement: recovery of CS-US associative memory due to an unexpected US presentation Elevated plus maze: experimental method to measure the anxiety levels in rodents. Further evidence that post-retrieval extinction may prevent the return of fear-conditioned response in animals came from Rao-Ruiz et al. (2011) and Flavell et al. (2011) . They investigated the effect of post-retrieval extinction on contextual fear memory in mice and rats, respectively. In the work of Rao-Ruiz et al. (2011) , mice were fear conditioned by placing them in a context were they received a mild foot shock, the day after mice received a retrieval session that consisted in re-exposure to the conditioning context for 2 min. Two or 24 h later (within or outside the reconsolidation window), mice were placed in the conditioning context for further 30 min as extinction sessions. Return of fear was then tested 1 or 17 days after the retrieval-extinction manipulation by placing the mice in the conditioning context. Only mice that received the post-retrieval extinction within the reconsolidation window showed loss of fear response on both tests (on day 1 and 17). In Flavell et al. (2011) , rats were trained to associate a context to a mild foot shock and then, the day after, the contextual memory was retrieved by Table 1 Animal studies investigating the effect of post-retrieval extinction on fear-related memories US unconditioned stimulus, CS conditioned stimulus, CX conditioning context, N.E no effect Table 2 Animal studies investigating the effect of post-retrieval extinction on drug-related memories N.E. _ CPP Conditioned place preference, S/A self-administration, FR1 fixed ratio 1, US unconditioned stimulus, CS conditioned stimulus, CX conditioning context, N.E no effect, IP intraperitoneal, SC subcutaneously placing the animal in the training context for 2 min. One hour later, rats were returned to the same context for a 28-min extinction session. The next day, rats were placed in the training context and tested for contextual fear memory retention. Flavell et al. (2011) showed that extinction, only when applied in combination with an isolated retrieval, prevented the return of fear. Rats were then re-conditioned after the test in the same context using a weaker foot shock (0.35 mA instead of 0.50 mA) in order to verify the persistence of the original contextual fear memory. Flavell et al. (2011) observed that rats that had received extinction alone significantly reacquired the contextual fear memory, whereas those who received extinction after retrieval did not. Further evidence that the effect of post-retrieval extinction was retrieval-dependent came from the observation that nimodipine, an L-type voltage-gated calcium channel blocker known to block the destabilisation of memory after their retrieval, impaired the effect of retrieval-extinction in preventing the return of conditioned fear. Taken together, these data suggested that post-retrieval extinction completely prevented the return of conditioned fear, whereas extinction alone did not. Since this effect was dependent on the retrieval of the conditioned fear memory, it can therefore be argued that post-retrieval extinction operates during the reconsolidation of conditioned fear memories. Besides the study in auditory fear-conditioning paradigm, Flavell et al. (2011) have also investigated the effects of post-retrieval extinction on Pavlovian appetitive memories. They have used the paradigm of acquisition of new response for stimuli previously paired to sucrose (see Box 1 for definition). In this experimental paradigm, rats were initially trained to self-administer sucrose by an instrumental response (e.g. nose poke), with each sucrose administration paired with a CS presentation (e.g. light or tone). In a second phase, rats were trained to acquire a new instrumental response (pressing a lever) in order to receive a CS presentation, so that the new instrumental behaviour was maintained by the memory of conditioned value of the CS. After a 10-min CS retrieval session, exposure to a 1-h extinction (during which nose poke responding was reinforced only by CS presentation) inhibited the acquisition of new response (lever press). This effect was retrieval-dependent since no effect was observed when extinction was applied, (1) without previous CS retrieval or (2) 6 h after the retrieval. Flavell et al. (2011) hypothesised that extinction applied within the labile phase of the retrieved memory (i.e. the reconsolidation window phase) was interfering with reconsolidation. However, they also pointed out that it was equally plausible that prior retrieval of the memory might facilitate extinction and therefore potentiate its effect. In a different group of rats, pre-extinction injection of D-cycloserine, an NMDA receptor partial agonist known to enhance extinction memory (Nic Dhonnchadha et al. 2010; Paolone et al. 2009; Torregrossa et al. 2010) , did not affect subsequent acquisition of new response for CS. In conclusion, they argued that the observed post-retrieval extinction effect was more likely due to the interference with reconsolidation of sucroserelated memories, instead of enhancement of extinction.
More recently, Xue et al. (2012) have investigated the effects of post-retrieval extinction on drug-related memories by using different models. In the first set of experiments, they used the paradigm of drug-conditioned place preference (CPP) in order to train two groups of rats to associate a context to cocaine or morphine. Then, the associative drug memory was retrieved by placing the rats in the drugassociated context for 10 min. Ten minutes, 1, or 6 h after the end of the retrieval procedure, rats underwent an extinction session during which they were placed in the drugassociated context for 45 min without the drug. After repeating the retrieval-extinction paradigm for 8 days, rats received a priming injection of cocaine or morphine on day 9, and CPP reinstatement was tested. Xue et al. (2012) observed that the retrieval-extinction procedure impaired drug-priming-induced reinstatement only when 10 min or 1 h, but not 6 h, elapsed between retrieval and extinction. Moreover, spontaneous recovery of cocaine CPP was still impaired 14 days later. In the second set of experiments, Xue et al. (2012) assessed whether post-retrieval extinction would disrupt drug instrumental memory. They trained two groups of rats to nose poke for self-administration of cocaine or heroin, with each drug infusion paired to 5-s illumination of a cue lamp and tone buzzing. After the training phase, rats were given a retrieval session (15 min) during which nose poke responses were associated to cue lamp and tone, or not. Ten minutes or 6 h later, all groups underwent 180-min extinction session during which the conditions were the same as in the retrieval session. This retrieval (or no-retrieval)-extinction procedure was repeated for approximately 14 days. On day 15, rats were tested for reinstatement of (non-reinforced) nose-poke responses after an acute non-contingent injection of cocaine or heroin. The retrieval of the drug-related cues 10 min, but not 6 h, before the daily extinction sessions decreased drug-priming-induced reinstatement of cocaine or heroin seeking. Furthermore, spontaneous recovery and renewal of cocaine-seeking behaviour was also impaired. Taken together, their findings described for the first time that the retrieval-extinction manipulation may interfere with the reconsolidation of drug cue memories, as demonstrated by using two models of drug addiction behaviour, that is CPP and self-administration. Moreover, Xue et al. (2012) showed that post-retrieval extinction completely blocked drug-priming-induced reinstatement in CPP, whereas only decreased reinstatement, spontaneous recovery, and renewal in self-administration. Xue et al. (2012) hypothesised that the retrieval-extinction manipulation might be more effective on the reconsolidation of Pavlovian memories (responding for drug cues) that mediates CPP in rats, than on instrumental memories (drug-response outcome) that are involved in the self-administration paradigm. This hypothesis is in agreement with Hernandez and Kelley (2004) , showing that the instrumental memories are not rendered labile by their retrieval, and they are not susceptible to disruption by protein synthesis inhibition. Other studies reported however that instrumental memory reconsolidation may be disrupted (i.e. there is an indirect evidence of instrumental memory occurrence), for instance by Diergaarde et al. (2006) that showed propranolol inhibition of the reconsolidation of sucrose memory. Critical points about instrumental memory reconsolidation have been suggested, such as the intensity of training (i.e. weakly trained instrumental responding should be more prone to reactivationdependent changes; Lee 2010) and shift from goal-oriented behaviour to habit-stimulus response (i.e. shift to a stronger memory; Milton and Everitt 2012) .
Discrepancies about the efficacy of post-retrieval extinction
Other studies have shown that the retrieval-extinction paradigm was ineffective in preventing the return of fear in fearconditioning paradigm in laboratory animals. The first evidence came from a study by Chan et al. (2010) who used a procedure similar to that described by Monfils et al. (2009) It should be also pointed out that the housing conditions of the animals were different between the two studies. Rats in Monfils et al. (2009) were individually housed, whereas rats in Chan et al. (2010) were housed in a group of eight, which may have included rats from different groups (McNally, personal communication) . Even if the freezing levels at the end of the conditioning phase was similar between the two studies, it cannot be excluded that placing animals from different groups (i.e. exposed to standard extinction or post-retrieval extinction) in the same cage might have a consequence on the subsequent test of conditioned response. The retrieval-extinction procedure was also tested on remote fear memory (29 days old) (Costanzi et al. 2011 ) in a mouse model of PTSD (Siegmund and Wotjak 2007 , which takes into consideration both the associative and the non-associative component of fear memory (i.e. sensitisation process that increase the animal response to harmless, neutral stimuli independently from the CS-US association). Mice were trained to associate a foot shock to a context, and then, the contextual memory was retrieved 29 days later by placing the animal in the conditioning context for 3 min without foot shock, and then, 1 h later, in the conditioning context for 30 min extinction session. One day after the retrieval-extinction procedure, mice were tested in the conditioning context to evaluate the reemergence of contextual fear (associative) memory. Four hours later, mice were placed in a novel chamber in which a neutral tone was delivered for 3 min. The fear response (freezing) to the neutral tone was considered as index of fear sensitisation (non-associative component of fear memory). The main finding of this study is that extinction applied after retrieval of remote fear memory did not persistently attenuate the expression of fear, either in contextual memory or sensitisation tests. Costanzi et al. (2011) showed that there was no difference in freezing level between the extinction and retrieval-extinction groups. The long-lasting behavioural outcome of the fear experience was also investigated. Several studies have shown an increase in anxiety level, social withdrawal, visuo-spatial memory deficit in patients suffering from PTSD. Given the importance of these phenomena, Costanzi et al. (2011) assessed the anxiety levels by using Elevated Plus Maze, Social Avoidance/Approach tests, and spatial memories with Morris Water Maze test. They found that neither post-retrieval extinction nor extinction alone could prevent the onset of anxiety, social withdrawal and memory deficit symptoms. Taken together, the results from Costanzi et al. (2011) suggested that extinction provided within the reconsolidation window of remote contextual fear memory did not attenuate the expression of fear. In the study of Monfils et al. (2009) , the post-retrieval extinction was applied 1 day after the initial training (young memory), whereas in the study of Costanzi et al. (2011) , it was applied 29 days later (remote memory). Therefore, it appears that the age of the memory may be a boundary condition of reconsolidation occurrence (Milekic and Alberini 2002 ) and whether post-retrieval extinction may inhibit it or not. The relationship between age of memory and reconsolidation occurrence is still open to debate (Alberini 2011) . There are reports that showed the susceptibility to disruption of reconsolidation of remote memories (e.g. Diergaarde et al. 2006 ) as well as a direct relationship between age and resistance to disruption (e.g. Suzuki et al. 2004; Robinson and Franklin 2010) .
Pèrez-Cuesta and Maldonado (2009) investigated the effect of retrieval-extinction procedure in a memory model in the Chasmagnathus crab (Maldonado 2002) . They trained crabs to associate a context to a visual danger stimulus (US), and 24 h later, they exposed crabs to training context for 15 min (retrieval of the conditioned context), and 15 min later, they exposed crabs to the same context for an additional 2-h period of extinction. The day after, crabs were placed back in the conditioning context and the occurrence of conditioned response (freezing) was measured as an index of conditioned fear recovery. If conditioned fear response was not found, the test was replicated 24 h later (test 2) to distinguish reconsolidation impairment (supposed to be permanent) and extinction (supposed to be transient). On test 1, no fear response was observed in crabs that received the retrieval-extinction treatment, whereas on test 2, a reemergence of memory was observed, suggesting that postretrieval extinction induced extinction instead of reconsolidation impairment. Pèrez-Cuesta and concluded that reconsolidation and extinction mutually exclude each other; therefore, they would argue that postretrieval extinction couldn't affect the reconsolidation of retrieved memory. It should be pointed out that in the work of Pèrez-Cuesta and Maldonado (2009), the retrieval procedure lasted 15 min. Even if this paradigm is different compared to the fear-conditioning paradigm in mice or rats used by the other authors (Monfils et al. 2009; Chan et al. 2010; Costanzi et al. 2011; Flavell et al. 2011) , it should be noted that the retrieval procedure is consistently longer (15 min in the conditioning context) compared to other studies. It is widely accepted that a long exposure to the conditioned stimulus or conditioning context triggers extinction instead of reactivation of the memory (Eisenberg et al. 2003; Suzuki et al. 2004; Power et al. 2006; Tronson and Taylor 2007) , so it cannot be excluded that the retrieval procedure used by Pèrez-Cuesta and Maldonado (2009) induced extinction instead of reconsolidation. The critical role of retrieval length in the induction of reconsolidation or extinction of the memory has been highlighted also by Pedreira and Maldonado (2003) in their previous paper, in which the retrieval and extinction procedure lasted 5 or 60 min respectively. Therefore, we cannot exclude that the 15-min exposure to the conditioning context may have initiated extinction instead of reactivation of the memory. Flavell et al. (2011) , besides finding that post-retrieval extinction prevented reconsolidation of contextual fear memory (see above), investigated the effect of the retrieval-extinction manipulation also by using an auditory fear-conditioning paradigm similar to that described in Monfils et al. (2009 ). Flavell et al. (2011 showed that post-retrieval extinction did not prevent the return of fear in the reinstatement of fear response to an auditory cue. Some methodological issues might explain the contrasting results. First of all, the extinction procedure used by Flavell et al. (2011) was shorter, that is 10-11 unreinforced CS presentations rather than 18-19 in the work of Monfils et al. (2009) . It can be hypothesised that the extinction provided by Flavell et al. (2011) was not sufficient to disrupt the reconsolidation of the memories for the cues. Secondly, the foot shock used by Monfils et al. (2009) was more intense (0.7 mA) compared to 0.5 mA by Flavell et al. (2011) . However, the length of tone paired with the foot shock were different across the two studies: 60 s in Flavell et al. (2011) vs. 20 s in Monfils et al. (2009) .
Contrasting results have been also found regarding the effect of post-retrieval extinction on appetitive memories. Ma et al. (2011) showed that post-retrieval extinction procedure was effective in disrupting the reconsolidation of Pavlovian drug memory by using the paradigm of morphine-induced CPP. They showed that ten consecutive daily post-retrieval extinction sessions prevented reinstatement and spontaneous recovery of extinguished CPP. However, CPP was observed in a reinstatement test performed 4 weeks after the last extinction session. The latter finding suggested that memory trace was not erased by postretrieval extinction. It can be hypothesised that extinction applied after retrieval did not affect the reconsolidation of memory under their conditions; otherwise, as suggested by the authors, that reconsolidation blockade did not lead to the erasure of memory that can re-emerge by the passage of time. These data are in contrast with the findings of Xue et al. (2012) , but some methodological differences between the two studies should be taken into account. In the study of Xue et al. (2012) , the dose of morphine used for the training was higher compared to the dose used by Ma et al. (2011) . Monfils et al. (2009) found that post-retrieval extinction applied within the vulnerable phase of the memory could interfere with the reconsolidation of young fear memory in the paradigm of auditory fear conditioning. Subsequently, these data were confirmed by Clem and Huganir (2010) and Flavell et al. (2011) by using the paradigm of auditory fear memory, and Rao-Ruiz et al. (2011) by using the paradigm of contextual fear memory. On the other hand, Chan et al. (2010) found opposite results compared to the findings of Monfils et al. (2009) , and some methodological issues might explain the contrasting results. Moreover, Costanzi et al. (2011) showed that post-retrieval extinction did not affect the reconsolidation of remote fear memory. Different authors have found contrasting results for appetitive (drugor food-related) memories: Flavell et al. (2011) and Xue et al. (2012) showed that post-retrieval extinction inhibited the reconsolidation of sugar-or drug-(cocaine o morphine)-related memories, whereas Ma et al. (2011) found that extinction applied shortly after retrieval of cocaine-related memories did not block the reconsolidation of cocainerelated memories.
Synthesis of animal studies findings
Human studies
The effect of the retrieval-extinction procedure on the reconsolidation of fear-related or drug-related memories have also been investigated in humans (Table 3 ). The first study came from Schiller and colleagues in 2010. In the first experiment, subjects underwent a discrimination fear-conditioning paradigm with partial reinforcement on which two coloured squares were randomly presented. One of two squares (CS) was paired to a mild wrist shock (US) on about one out of three trials, whereas the other square was never paired to the shock. The following day, the CS was re-presented in order to retrieve the CS-fear memory. Ten minutes or 6 h later, subjects were exposed to an extinction session during which the CS was presented ten times in absence of the US. Twenty-four hours later, subjects were presented with a single CS presentation in the absence of the US, and the re-emergence of fear was measured (spontaneous recovery test) as increased skin conductance response. Extinction, applied 10 min after retrieval of conditioned fear memory, prevented the conditioned fear response in the spontaneous recovery test. About 1 year later, the recovery of fear was assessed in a reinstatement test during which the same subjects received four US without CS presentations, and then, the CS was presented in absence of US. In this test, extinction applied 10 min after retrieval impaired the return of conditioned fear response. On the other hand, extinction applied 6 h after retrieval (outside the reconsolidation window) had effect neither on spontaneous recovery nor reinstatement tests. In a second experiment, Schiller et al. (2010) trained the subjects to associate two different squares (CSa and CSb) to the shock. One day after, only one (e.g. CSa) was retrieved, and extinction session was applied 10 min later by using repeated presentation of both retrieved and no-retrieved CS (i.e. CSa and CSb) in the absence of US. One day later, the return of fear memory response to retrieved CSa or no-retrieved CSb presentation was assessed in a reinstatement test. Data showed that there was a return of fear only when the no-retrieved CSb was presented, whereas no recovery was observed after the presentation of the retrieved CSa. In the study of Schiller et al. (2010) , there are two main findings. The first is that post-retrieval extinction might interfere with the reconsolidation of conditioned fear memory in humans. Secondly, the postretrieval extinction selectively blocks the reconsolidation of the retrieved CS-fear memory and does not affect other no-retrieved memories.
In 2011, Soeter and Kindt argued that the electrodermal conditioning used by Schiller and colleagues seems to primarily reflect only the cognitive level (declarative memory) of contingency learning (CS-US association), whereas human startle potentiation should be considered as a more reliable and specific index of fear, although it could be argued that galvanic skin resistence is a direct physiological output. In both within- (Soeter and Kindt 2011 ) and between-(Kindt and Soeter 2013) subject design studies, they tested whether extinction applied during the reconsolidation window may prevent the return of an extinguished eye blink startle fear response. They also investigated the cognitive level of contingency learning through the measure of skin conductance response and US expectancy rating (self-reported questionnaires). Subjects were trained to associate two fear-relevant pictures (e.g. pictures of spiders or gun) to an aversive electric stimulus (US). Twenty-four hours later, one of the two CS was presented once in a retrieval session. After 10 min, subjects underwent an extinction session during which both CSs were presented 9-10 times without US presentation. Memory retention for both CSs was tested 24 h later. Soeter and Kindt (2011) found that the retrieval-extinction procedure did not affect skin conductance and US expectancy rating. Spontaneous recovery, but not reinstatement of startle fear response, was prevented by the retrieval-extinction procedure, whereas fear returned after a reacquisition session. Although these data are in contrast with those reported by Schiller et al. (2010) , it should be noted that the two studies diverged in several ways, with most notable differences being the use of different type of CS (geometric figure vs. fear-relevant pictures). It has been shown that the fear-relevant stimuli are more resistant to extinction than symbolic one (Mineka and Ohman 2002) and this may account for the discrepancies between the two studies. However, this explanation is unlikely since at the end of the extinction session the skin conductance and the eye blink startle responses were extinguished. The second procedural difference between the two findings is the reinforcing scheme used during the conditioning phase. In the work of Schiller et al. (2010) , CSs were paired with US in 38 % vs. 80 % of trials in Soeter and Kindt (2011) . Soeter and Kindt (2011) have hypothesised that the single CS presentation at retrieval could have triggered extinction instead of retrieval in their procedure. In Soeter and Kindt conditioning protocol, CS was paired to US most of the time, therefore a single non-reinforced CS presentation at retrieval may have primed the CS-NoUS association learning. Since in Schiller et al. (2010) , CS was paired to US less than half of the time, it is unlikely that a single CS presentation at retrieval could lead to extinction learning. This hypothesis is unlikely since Soeter and Kindt (2011) showed that the reconsolidation of the fear memories could be blocked by the administration of propranolol under the same conditioning and retrieval conditions. An additional important difference between the two Table 3 Human studies investigating the effect of post-retrieval extinction on fear-related memories -US unconditioned stimulus, CS conditioned stimulus, N.E no effect, VAS visual analogue scale studies is that in Soeter and Kindt, subjects were asked for subjective ratings. Such a task would likely engage the prefrontal cortex (Taylor et al. 2003) , and it is possible that this would interfere with an updating mechanism that is thought to primarily operate at the locus of the initial fear storage in the amygdala (Filion et al. 1991) . Xue et al. (2012) investigated the effect of post retrieval extinction on cue reactivity in inpatient detoxified heroin addicts. The retrieval consisted in the presentation of a heroin-related videotape (5 min). Ten minutes or 6 h later, subjects were exposed to an extinction session lasting approximately 45 min during which heroin-related slides and video were presented, followed by supervised inspection and handling of drug-related material. One, 30, and 180 days after the retrieval-extinction procedure, participants were presented with 5 min of heroin-related videotapes and cueinduced changes in heroin craving, heart rate, and blood pressure were assessed as physiological measures of cuereactivity. They found that extinction applied 10 min, but not 6 h, after retrieval inhibited the cue-induced increase of craving and blood pressure, but not heart rate. In summary Schiller and colleagues in 2010 showed for the first time that post-retrieval extinction could interfere with the reconsolidation of fear memory by using the paradigm of electrodermal conditioning in a laboratory setting. On contrary Soeter and Kindt (2011) and Kindt and Soeter (2013) found opposite results. Concerning drug-related memories, Xue et al. (2012) showed that post-retrieval extinction inhibited the cue-reactivity in ex-heroin addicts, suggesting that extinction applied shortly after retrieval might interfere with reconsolidation of heroin memories.
Molecular mechanisms underlying reconsolidation, extinction and possibly reconsolidation-extinction interaction
Several studies showed that different molecular pathways could be differently engaged during reconsolidation depending on the paradigm and the laboratory model used, and depending on the kind of memory that is involved (e.g. fear or drug related, young or remote). This should be taken into consideration when despite the same treatments (pharmacological or non pharmacological, i.e. post-retrieval extinction) contrasting results were found. Memory reconsolidation and extinction are protein synthesis-dependent processes as shown by their disruption when a protein synthesis inhibitor is administered before or after the memory retrieval or before extinction training (Nader et al. 2000; Fan et al. 2010; Milekic et al. 2006; Valjent et al. 2006; Santini et al. 2004) . Several upstream receptors, signalling and transcription factors are involved in memory reconsolidation, extinction and possibly in their interaction (Fig. 1) .
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAr) There is considerable evidence that learning-driven increases in GluR1 subunit-containing AMPA-type glutamate receptor (GluR1-receptors) at a selected group of synapses underlie associative memory (Clem and Barth 2006; Takahashi et al. 2003) . Rumpel et al. (2005) have shown that fear conditioning drives synaptic incorporation of GluR1-receptors in lateral amygdala neurons. Phosphorylation of GluR1-receptors at the level of Ser-831 by protein kinase C and Ser-845 by protein kinase A regulates both the channel properties (Bankeet al. 2000; Derkach et al. 1999) and the synaptic incorporation of the receptor (Ehlers 1999; Esteban 2003; Qin et al. 2005) . Interestingly, Monfils et al. (2009) found increased levels of phosphorylated GluR1-receptors (pGluR1) in the lateral amygdala after fear memory retrieval and its dephosphorylation when a second CS was presented 1 h after the first CS presentation, suggesting different recruitment of pGluR1 correlated to reconsolidation or extinction of fear memory.
The molecular mechanism underlying the effect of post-retrieval extinction has been also investigated by Clem and Huganir (2010) . The authors demonstrated that post-retrieval extinction effect in preventing the return of fear was inhibited by the previous administration of 1-aminoindan-1,5-dicarboxylic acid (AIDA) a competitive antagonist of mGluR1. Thus, they argued that effect of extinction upon retrieval required the mGluR1 activation. In further electrophysiological studies, they observed a significant decrease of AMPA receptors-mediated transmission in the retrieved group compared to the no retrieved. This decrease was accompanied by the selective removal of synaptic calcium-permeable AMPA (CPAMPAr) receptors pGluR1 in the lateral amygdala. Moreover, the stability of CP-AMPAr is regulated by the activation of mGluR1. Considering post-retrieval extinction effect as a reconsolidation update author suggest that mGluR1 activation is required to update memories. Phosphorylation of the protein kinase A (PKA) target serine-845 (S845A) in GluR1 receptors has also been shown to regulate the stability of CP-AMPARs (He et al. 2009 ). Mutation of the PKA site S845A prevented fear-induced enhancement of CP-AMPAR currents, and rats with this mutation showed no impaired reconsolidation after postretrieval extinction manipulation compared to wild type, indicating that serine-845 phosphorylation is a specific prerequisite for memory erasure during reconsolidation update (Clem and Huganir 2010) . The authors also hypothesise that co-activation of NMDARs and mGluR1, which removes synaptic CP-AMPARs during in vitro LTD, may distinguish reconsolidation update from conventional extinction.
β-adrenergic receptor (β-AR) and dopamine receptor 1 (D1R)/protein kinase A (PKA) It has been previously reported by many authors that β-AR and D1R are important receptors involved in memory reconsolidation (Sara 2000; Tronson and Taylor 2007) . These receptors are G-protein-coupled receptors, stimulating adenylyl cyclase and activating cyclic AMPdependent protein kinases such as PKA. PKA directly activates transcription factors like CREB, increases the phosphorylation of GluR1Rs (shown to be involved in fear and drug memory reconsolidation; Valjent et al. 2005; Monfils et al. 2009 ) and regulates the stability of CP-AMPARs (He et al. 2009 ). Post-retrieval inhibition of PKA by intra-BLA infusions of Rp-adenosine 3,5-cyclic monophosphorothioate hydrate triethyl-ammonium salt (Rp-cAMPs) attenuates subsequent freezing to the auditory stimulus (Tronson et al. 2006 ) and decreases subsequent cue-induced reinstatement and responding with a conditioned reinforcer, while having no effect on cocaineinduced reinstatement . PKA activation is required only for cue-induced memory retrieval and reconsolidation of young memories but not for motor or older memories (Kemenes et al. 2006) . These studies confirm previous findings that older memories are more resistant to reconsolidation and suggest that there are some differences in the molecular mechanisms underlying reconsolidation of older and stronger compared to newer and weaker memories. PKA is implicated in learning and memory; however, some discrepancies have been found for a role of this kinase in fear extinction. Szapiro et al. (2003) reported that infusion of the PKA inhibitor RpcAMPs into the CA1 region of hippocampus either before or immediately after the first of several extinction exposures in a step-down avoidance paradigm produced a persistent impairment of extinction, whereas no effect on extinction of freezing have been found after intra-BLA infusions of the PKA activator 6-BNZ-cAMP immediately following each of four daily tone extinction training sessions (Tronson et al. 2006) . (mTOR), influenced by the activities of neuronal surface receptors and channels including NMDAR, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR), and dopaminergic and metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR), also seems to play a key role in reconsolidation through the phosphorylation of kinase p70S6 (p70S6K) and ribosomal protein S6 (rpS6P). βAR and D1 activate adenylyl cyclase (AC) leading to protein kinase A (PKA) phosphorylation and gene expression. PKA also phosphorylates AMPAR after memory retrieval. Ca ++ influx from NMDAR and AMPAR activates the extracellular signal-regulated kinase pathway (ERK), by rat sarcoma (RAS) and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MEK), and phosphatidylinositide 3-kinases (PI3K). Phosphorylation of ERK increases the levels of the transcription factors ets-like gene-1 (Elk-1), phosphorylated cAMP response element binding (pCREB), known to be involved in reconsolidation. PI3K activation leads to mTOR activation resulting in p70S6K and rpS6 phosphorylation and synaptic protein translation. mGluR1 receptor activation is requested after post-retrieval extinction leading to the selective removal of synaptic calcium-permeable AMPAR (X symbol in the figure) . Although the molecular details are not yet known, the mGluR1-induced internalisation of AMPAR may distinguish reconsolidation update from conventional extinction
Discussion
Several studies have shown that extinction applied shortly after the retrieval of the memory, i.e. during the reconsolidation window, prevents the re-expression of emotional memory under different conditions, i.e. spontaneous recovery, renewal or reinstatement and in different laboratory models both in animal and humans (Monfils et al. 2009; Clem and Huganir 2010; Schiller et al. 2010; Flavell et al. 2011; Rao-Ruiz et al. 2011; Xue et al. 2012) . It has been suggested that post-retrieval extinction might not be a new learning process that creates a new memory trace to compete with the original one (similar to standard extinction). This argument is supported since no reemergence of the original memory has been observed over a number of conditions. On the contrary, it can be argued that a new learning, after the retrieval of the previous one, may interfere with memory reconsolidation of the original memory. This notion has received support from other studies targeting memory other then emotional, such as episodic, procedural, and declarative memories both in human and in laboratory animals. Boccia and co-workers in 2005 showed that the exposure to a new learning task, the nose-pose habituation task (Voits et al. 1995) after retrieval of a previously acquired inhibitory avoidance task in mice, could affect the retention performance of the original learning in reinstatement, spontaneous recovery and renewal tests. Notably, these effects were not observed when the nose-poke habituation task was applied without previous retrieval of the original memory. Forcato et al. (2007); demonstrated that new verbal instruction, given contingently upon the retrieval of previously acquired declarative memory (learned association between cue and response syllables) might add new information to the former memory. There is evidence that also episodic memories could be selectively impaired following retrieval: Hupbach et al. (2007) trained subjects to memorise a list of objects, 1 day after the list was retrieved, and then subjects learned a second list. The day after, memory for the first list was tested. They observed that subjects exposed to the retrieval of the first list incorrectly intermixed items from the second list, suggesting that new information provided within the reconsolidation window was integrated in the original memory.
Other studies have found that post-retrieval extinction did not prevent the re-expression of the previously consolidated emotional memory (Chan et al. 2010; Costanzi et al. 2011; Pèrez-Cuesta and Maldonado 2009; and Flavell et al. 2011) . It should be noted that methodological issues might explain some contrasting results between studies. Different housing condition may account for different results by Monfils et al. (2009) and Chan et al. (2010) . Moreover, different extinction length may be responsible for the lack of effect of postretrieval extinction in preventing the return of fear in the auditory fear-conditioning paradigm in the work of Flavell et al. (2011) .
The use of different laboratory models (e.g. CPP vs. selfadministration or contextual vs. auditory fear conditioning) may lead to different memory type (e.g. Pavlovian associative memory vs. instrumental associative memory); moreover, the length of conditioning phase or the time passed after the conditioning may lead to different memory strength and age. Type, age and strength of memory are boundary conditions and are important determinants of whether memory is more or less susceptible to be reactivated and, possibly, disrupted. Several studies have shown that when the memory is weakly conditioned and long time is passed between the last conditioned session and the reactivation session, reconsolidation impairment is more unlikely to occur (Suzuki et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2009; Muravieva and Alberini 2010) . These boundary conditions under which memory does not undergo reconsolidation might explain the contrasting results obtained across different studies. Typically, the occurrence of a reconsolidation process can be revealed only by its absence. When amnesia for a memory is induced by a manipulation (pharmacological or nonpharmacological) that is dependent upon retrieval of the memory, reconsolidation is said to be impaired. Therefore, a retrieval-dependent impairment of a previously consolidated memory might not be observed due to a missed reconsolidation of memory under specific boundary experimental conditions and not to a lack of effect of the treatment supposed to work on reconsolidation. It cannot be excluded that post-retrieval extinction in some studies failed to impair the memory reconsolidation since this process was not occurring, perhaps due to type of memory not susceptible to reconsolidation or a retrieval protocol that induces extinction instead of reactivation of the memory. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that memory age and strength, and retrieval length may result in different molecular mechanisms engaged after the retrieval. The identification of these mechanistic changes could help in the understanding of what underlies a boundary condition of memory reconsolidation.
Closing remarks
Learning and memory processes play an important role in the development and maintenance of many psychiatric diseases, such as PTSD, phobias and drug addiction. Therefore, the blockade of reconsolidation of the maladaptive memories underlying such disorders is a promising therapeutic target. Animal studies have shown that reconsolidation could be impaired by the administration of amnestic agents; unfortunately, most of them cannot be used in humans, given their limited safety.
On the other hand, it has been shown that extinction, cue exposure therapy (CET) clinically, has limited efficacy in preventing the return of fear or the cue-induced relapse to drug seeking both in animals and in humans (Bouton 1993 (Bouton , 1979 Conklin and Tiffany 2002; Alvarez et al. 2007; Schiller et al. 2008 ).
The post-retrieval extinction could offer an effective, drug-free method for persistently reducing the strength and the re-emerge of selective maladaptive memories. Interestingly, it has been shown that reconsolidation blockade or updating generalise from one context to another, preventing the renewal of memory when the subject is re-exposed to the conditioning context. Much more research is needed to clarify the boundary conditions under which memories can be reconsolidated and possibly disrupted. Additionally, the length and type of retrieval and extinction procedures should be optimised (e.g. single vs. repeated retrieval-extinction sessions). This additional research is necessary in order to advance the postretrieval extinction approach to target the disruption of pathological memories in animal model of psychiatric diseases and to ultimately translate these finding to humans.
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